The incredible growth of Framery continues – The highest ranked Nordic company on the Financial Times FT1000 List of Fastest Growing Companies!

The incredible growth of Framery continues – The highest ranked Finnish company ever on the Financial Times FT1000 List of Fastest Growing Companies.

In 20th place, Framery is the highest ranked Nordic company in the new FT1000 list. The FT1000 is compiled by the Financial Times and Statista and ranks European businesses that have achieved the highest annual net sales growth in 2014-2017.

A pioneer and global market leader in a highly competitive market
Framery is the pioneer in open office noise solutions, growing organically from one million EUR to over 60 million EUR over the past five years. Despite more than 50 direct competitors emerging during this time, Framery has been successful in further strengthening its position as the global market leader.

"We have managed to create a product that makes people happy all over the world. Almost 90% of our turnover comes from exports and it’s amusing to note that our signature product design is now being copied by major international players worldwide." Samu Hällfors, CEO of Framery, says.

Framery was founded in 2010, and since then over 15,000 Framery products have already been delivered to 68 countries. Strong growth has been measured not only in net sales but by other indicators too: There are currently more than 240 employees known as Framarians around the world, including a 32-person organization in the US that will be expanded in the near future.

**Vaaka Partners, a catalyst for growth**

Last year, Framery received a new boost as Finnish venture capitalist Vaaka Partners became the majority shareholder in the company. Hällfors also credits Vaaka as being a very important enabler for growth. "With Vaaka we brought onboard valuable know-how and talent that together with our already excellent team has enabled us to respond well to the challenges our accelerating growth has delivered over the past year. " - adds Hällfors.

**Framery - Serious about happiness.**

Happiness is the essence and reason for everything Framey does. And it’s taken seriously. The company was born in 2010 from a solution to a happiness problem. Framery products solve noise and privacy issues in open offices, making employees happier and more productive in dozens of the world’s leading companies, including Microsoft, SAP, Deloitte and Puma. In fact, 40% of all Forbes 100 companies use Framery. All Framery products are designed manufactured and sold by happy Framarians and the company is dedicated to ensuring that they have a successful, safe and happy place to work.
Framery is owned by Finland-based Vaaka Partners, the company founders and its management. Over the years Framery has been the recipient of several prestigious design and business growth awards.

Most recent awards:

- FT1000: Europe’s Fastest-Growing Companies 2019 – ranked 20th
- Ernst & Young - Entrepreneur of the year in Finland 2018 Samu Hällfors
- Orgatec Innovation Award Architecture+ Office 2018: "Jurys Mention" for Framery 2Q
- European Business Awards, national winner for Finland in the elite award for growth strategy of the year category, 2018
- Good Design Award®, AUSTRALIA 2018
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